Behind the Badge—Adam Davis 2018-05-01 Take time to refresh before you report. Respected by some and feared by others, law enforcement officers face daily pressures and dangers uncommon to other professions. Police officers receive additional professional development, spiritual nourishment that will encourage you professionally and personally.

Comprehending as without difficulty as concord even more than supplementary will have the funds for you additional, as a consequence, the publication as competently as insight of this the badge can be taken as with ease as picked to.
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Ned Bayne - Beyond the Badge 2017-07-19 Ned Bayne and his sidekick want to start a horse ranch, but they are in demand to put on the badge. Their one fear is that they will have to sell their horses and be a cop instead.

Without a Badge - Jerry Speziali 2006-12-12 A member of the DEA's task force on drugs, he remembers the undercover work as a tough drug administrator, describing how he assisted in the arrests of dozens of high-level dealers before an inside betrayal placed his life in jeopardy.

Behind the Badge - Antoinette M. James 2020-08-10 Working undercover as a prostitute decoy on Detroit's unforgiving streets, rookie cop Antoinette Bostic is swept into a vortex of scandal and political corruption. The weight of powerful men, their influence, and the criminal underworld lead her to the brink of murder. And just maybe Officer Bostic can turn it all around. She might be able to navigate the seedy sex trafficking underworld, find herself in the crosshairs of an infamous stripper party at the mayor's Manoogian Mansion while trying to evade a relentless stalker with a sadistic plan of attack. Detroit, a city rich in culture and history, is now in need of a brave young woman to help it through its crisis. When the mayor's Manoogian Mansion is hit by an inside betrayal, Officer Bostic finds herself at the center of a cyclone of scandal and political corruption. Under the reign of notorious mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, the city of Detroit is at the brink of ruin. And just maybe Officer Bostic can turn it all around. She might be able to navigate the seedy sex trafficking underworld, find herself in the crosshairs of an infamous stripper party at the mayor's Manoogian Mansion while trying to evade a relentless stalker with a sadistic plan of attack. Detroit, a city rich in culture and history, is now in need of a brave young woman to help it through its crisis.
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